
M-225
Marsden Portable Floor Scale

Class III Approved, 250kg capacity lightweight chair scale

100g accuracy - perfect for hospital wards and care homes

Easy to use functions, including BMI/BSA calculation

180 hours of use from one set of batteries
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Marsden M-225: Our entry level chair scale, 
upgraded 

Marsden’s M-220 low cost chair scale has changed. 

Now available with our brand new I-300 indicator, the M-225 is still 
robust, reliable and long-lasting. But functions are easier to access,
weight readings are clearer - and accuracy has doubled to 100g.

Class III accuracy for medical purposes

The M-220 was accurate to 200g. The M-225 is twice as
accurate with 100g graduations, yet still retaining the
250kg capacity needed to allow weighing of almost any 
patient.

100g accuracy makes the M-225 more than capable of assisting
in medical diagnosis, as well as measuring weight for critical
treatment, for example dialysis. A comfortable seat ensures
stress-free weighing of patients that cannot stand.

Easy access features to save time

The indicator for the scale is a brand new design; the 
display is larger than previous models and features are 
easily accessible. Fewer buttons pressed means less 
time spent weighing.

A feature unique to Marsden is the Body Surface Area 
(BSA) calculator - meaning, along with the M-225’s BMI 
function, you can get a true picture of a patient’s body 
health. 

BSA is most commonly used to calculate drug dosages, 
and we believe this is a world first for a weighing scale. 
Marsden scales with BSA calculation use the Du Bois 
formula.
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Easier weighing of disabled patients

The M-220 was a massive-seller all around the world. So
its replacement has a lot to live up to.

While we’ve replaced the indicator, we’ve kept the chair
itself the same. It’s still robust and easy to use - with a
comfortable seat, brakes on two castors and hinged
armrests and footrests.

9000 weigh-ins from one set of 
batteries

The M-225 can be powered from the mains, but for 
ultimate flexibility use 6x AA batteries. From full charge, 
these will last up to 180 hours - that’s around 9000 
weigh-ins.

Plus, get in touch if you want to keep your M-225 reliable
and accurate for years by taking out a Marsden service
contract.

Key features

Class III Approved
Mains operated or batteries
Large, bright display
Battery status indicator
BMI/BSA calculation
Hold/Tare
Hinged armrests and footrests

Specification

Capacity: 250kg
Graduations: 100g
Power: Mains adaptor or 6x AA batteries
Seat dimensions: 400mm x 380mm
Weight of Scale: 18kg
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Marsden M-225: Key features at-a-glance

Battery 
status 

symbol
Large, bright, 
easy to read 

display

USB connection 
for data transfer

Easy access 
functions: Hold, 
Tare, BMI, BSA

Two wheels fitted 
with brakes

Hinged armrests 
making it easier 
for patients to sit 

down

Robust frame

Handles with 
grips

Hinged footrests 


